
 

 
Looking for Sales Leads? Tell Your Story to Landscape Architects Virtually! 
 
With practitioners working from home during the pandemic, it’s hard to have the 
same meaningful conversations about products and services. Tried-and-true 
approaches such as lunch-and-learns, sales yard visits, and catalog drop offs are 
not possible under current circumstances. 
 

 
Parks, Pedals, Playgrounds: A Landscape Architect’s Tour of New Haven on June 1, 2019 
 
ASLA Connecticut recognizes that both practitioners and providers benefit from 
sharing knowledge and being able to troubleshoot problems together. To that end, 
we invite you and your company to connect with chapter members through our 
new virtual communication tools: 
 

1. Many companies are now producing their own webinars and videos, and 
we’re happy to help with the hard part: outreach! Our chapter can assist 
with spreading the word to landscape architects through email, website 
news feed, and social media. For recorded sessions, we can also provide a 
link on our website so that our members can stop by to view it again at 
their convenience. The cost for this service is $125.00 per webinar with 
discounts available for ongoing series. 
 

2. For those of you missing the classic exhibitor table experience, our chapter 
can work with you to develop a live product presentation webinar. Our 
chapter can provide the marketing assistance and website links as described 
above, but also host the webinar and manage registration so that you can 
focus on delivering your perfect sales pitch. The cost for this service is 
$300.00 per webinar. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
3. Lastly, we are pleased to offer a LA CES and AIA CES credit webinar 

option for companies that do not have this provider status and would like to 
distinguish their speaker and brand as a reliable, trusted authority on the 
subject matter. The chapter will provide marketing, website links, and 
hosting assistance services as mentioned above, but we will also take care 
of the credit reporting and compliance requirements for both organizations. 
The cost of this service is $600.00 per webinar. 

 
Interested in presenting? Please contact admin@ctasla.org for more information 
about these opportunities. As always, thank you for your support for ASLA 
Connecticut and the landscape architecture profession. 
 
Best Regards, 
 

 
Oliver Gaffney, ASLA 
President 
ASLA Connecticut 
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